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Type of thesis: Experimental  

Required competences:  Basic molecular biology techniques (bacterial cell growth 

culturing, transformation, PCR amplification, gel electrophoresis, restriction-ligation 

assembly, etc.), basic oligonucleotide design.  

Acquired competences: MetaAssembly, recombineering, CRISPR-Cas9, NGS, real-time 

qPCR, fluorescence and growth assays, knock out, knock in, fitness assays, escape 

frequency analysis.  

Date:  08-10-2020 date the project was proposed 

Description 
Synthetic Biology has brought gene modification to the next level. Many microbes, 

especially those ones of industrial interest, are being redesigned to substantially enhance 

their commercial value and properties. However, the biosafety issues that may arise from 

these practices can be addressed since the early stages of the research through a safe-by-

design approach: safer SynBio by applying SynBio strategies! 

Within this project, you will be able to work with different cutting-edge genome 

editing tools such as CRISPR-Cas9 and recombineering from a biocontainment 

perspective. Our aim is BIOSAFETY ENGINEERING, meaning the development and 

implementation of different genetic safeguards in cell factories in the shape of genome 

rewriting, metabolism remodeling or genetic circuits. We also applied high-throughput 

methods to assess our strategies and tools, including NGS and multiplex genome editing.  

At the moment, there are several projects ongoing focusing in different genetic 

safeguards. If you are looking for a thesis in Synthetic Biology and are eager to learn a lot 

of cool stuff about genome editing, do not hesitate to send us a message to check out the 

possibilities.  
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